
WIDGET SERVO FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 

I. BASIC SERVO FUNCTIONS 

Widget servo-control functions are handled by a Z8 microprocessor. The 
Z8 handles all I/O operations, timing operations and communication with a 
host controller. Control functions to the Z8 Servo Controller are made 
through the serial I/O. 

The following commands for the Widget servo are: 

A. HOME - not detented, heads off data zones located at the inner stop. 

B. RECAL - detented at one of two positions. 

1. FORMAT RECAL: 32, -0, +3 tracks from HOME use only during data 
formatting. 

2. RECAL: 72, -0, +3 tracks from HOME use to initialize home pOSi
tion after power on or following an access or any other error. 

c. SEEK - coarse track positioning of data head to any desired track 
location. 

D. TRACK FOLLOWING - heads are detented on a specific track location and 
the device is ready for another command. 

E. OFFSET - controlled microstepping of fine position system during 
TRACK FOLLOWING (two modes). 

1. COMMAND OFFSET - direction and amount of offset is specified to 
the servo. 

2. AUTO OFFSET - command allows the servo to automatically move off 
track by the amount indicated by the embedded servo signal on the 
data surface (disk). 

F. STATUS - command can read servo status. 

G. DIAGNOSTIC - not implemented. 

See Table 1 for the actual command description. With the present com
mand structure a SEEK COMMAND can be augmented with an OFFSET COMMAND. 
Upon completion of a seek, the offset command bit is tested to determine 
if an offset will occur following a seek (either auto or command offset). 



When a SERVO ERROR occurs the Z8 SERVO will attempt to do a short RECAL 
(ERROR RECAL). Two attempts are made by the system to do the ERROR RECAL 
function. If either of the two RECAL operations D t'erminate successfully 
the protocol status will be SERVO READY, SIO READY and SERVO ERROR. 
Should the ERROR RECAL fail then the system will complete the error 
recovery by a HOME function. 

The two OFFSET commands will be described. First COMMAND OFFSET is a pre
determined amount of microstepping of the fine position servo. Included 
in the OFFSET BYTE (STATREG) bit B6=0 is a COMMAND OFFSET. Bit B7=1 is a 
~~rd offset step (toward the spindle); B7=O is a reverse step_ In the 
~~it B6=1 the OFFSET command is AUTO OFFSET. 

AUTO OFFSET command normally occurs during a write operation. When the 
HDA was initially forma ted at the factory special encoded servo data was 
written on each track "near" the index zone. The reason for this follows: 

Normal coarse and fine position information for the position servos is 
derived from an optical signal relative to the actual data head-track 
location. Over a period of time the relative position (opti~al signal) 
will not be aligned to the absolute head-track position by some unknown 
amount (less than 100 uIn). This small change is important for reliabil
ity during the write operation. Write/Read reliability can be degraded 
due to this misalignment. The special disk encoded servo signal is avail
able to the fine position servo and will correct the difference between 
the relative position signal of the optics and the absolute head to track' 
position under the data head only at index time. The correction signal 
can be held indefinitely or updated (if desired at each index time) or 
until a new OFFSET command or move command (SEEK or RECAL) occurs. 

II. COMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS 

The servo functions described in the previous section only occur when the 
servo Z8 microprocessor is in the communication state. Communication 
states. occur immediately after a system reset, upon completing head set
ting after a recal, seek, offset, read servo status or set servo diag
nostic. A special communication state exists after a servo error has 
occurred. If + S10 READY is not active no communication can exist between 
the external controller and the servo Z8 processor. 

Servo commands are. serial bits grouped as five separate bytes total. Re
fer to Table 1 parts I through V as the total communication string. First 
byte is the command byte (i.e. seek, read status, recal, etc.). Second 
byte is the low order difference for a seek (i.e. Byte 2 = $OA is a ten 
track seek). Third byte is the offset byte (AUTO or COMMAND OFFSET and 
the magnitude/direction for command offset). Fourth byte is the status 
and diagnostic byte (use for reading internal servo status or setting 
diagnostic commands). Byte five is the check sum byte used to check ver
ify that the first four bytes were correctly transmitted (communication 
error checking). 



Part of the communication function requires a specific protocol between 
the servo Z8 processor and the external controller. 

Servo control and communication are described in CHART I. This chart 
illustrates the basic sequencing and control operations. Chart I does 
not illustrate the servo error handling or command/protocol handling 
functions. Error handling is described in Section IV and illustrated by 
CHART II. 

III. Z8 SERVO PROTOCOL 

The protocol between the Z8 SERVO microcomputer and the CONTROLLER is 
based on five I/O lines .;) Two of the I/O lines are serial input (to za 
servo from controller )~~;~~rial output (from Z8 servo to controller). i(Jt>ata 

.~ 

stream between the Z8 servo and controller is 8 bi.it <4C~.II with no parity 
bit (the fifth byte of the command string contain~;'fC!h.eck sum byte use~for 
error checking). There are three additional output lines between the Z8 
servo used as control lines to the controller. CombiniJ;lg the two serial 
I/O lines and the three unidirectional port lines generates the bases of 
the protocol between the Z8 servo and controller. The important opera
tions between the Z8 servo and controller are: 

1. Send commands to Z8 servo. 

2. Read Z8 servo status. 

3. Check validity of all four command bytes. 

4. I/O timing signals between the Z8 servo and controller. 

5. Z8 servo reset. 

Sequencing the Z8 servo controller is an important process following a 
Power Up (Power On Reset) or if the controller should issue a Z8 Servo 
Reset at any time. After a Z8 Servo Reset is inhibited the Z8 I/O ports 
and internal register are initialized. This takes approximately 75 msec 
after the Z8 Servo Reset is inhibited. The protocol baup. rate is auto
matically set to 19.2KB and then the system is parked at:!llOME position 
and SIO READY is set active. ***IMPORTANT***. If the desired baud rate 
needs to be increased to 57.6KBj **after a Z8 Servo Reset is the ()NLY 
time this can be done***. Once set to 57.6KB the communication r~re
mains at 57.6KB until a Z8 SerVo Reset occurs. Set,ting 57.6KB is achieved 
as follows: 

1. Z8 Servo I1Power On or Controller" Reset 

2. Wait for SIO Ready 

3. Send a READ STATUS COMMAND as follows: 

BYTE 1 = $ 00 
BYTE 2 = $ 00 
BYTE 3 = $ 00 
BYTE 4 = $ 87 



/"."""'---") 
Af er the ompletion of transmitting the bytes, the Z8 Servo Controller 

to 57.6KB and will be waiting for the next transmitted command 

Before the controller transmits the command byte the controller must pole 
the SIO READY line from the Z8 servo to determine if it is active (+5 
volts). If the line is active then a command can be transmitted to the 
ZS'servo. The program in the ZS servo will determine what to do with the 
command bytes (depending upon the current status of the ZS servo). After 
the command (five bytes long) has been transmitted to the Z8 servo, the 
program in the Z8 servo will determine if the command bytes (first four 
bytes) are in error by evaluating the check sum byte (fifth byte trans
mitted). See table Chart III and IV for the error handling. After the 
controller has transmitted the last serial string it must wait 250 usec 
then test for SERVO ERROR active (+5 volts). If SERVOiERRoR is active the 
command was rejected (check sum error or invalid command). If the SERVO 
ERROR is set active 600~sec after the comman~_~~ sent (and not 250 sec), 
this was a command reject. The SERVO ERROR must be cleared by READ 
STATUS COMMAND or RECAL COMMAND before transDii'tting another command. 
See CHART 1 for time diagram. of the command sequence and I/O protocol. 

As long as SIO READY is active the controller can communicate with the Z8 
Servo Controller. If SERVO READY is not active the only command that will 
cause the Widget Servo to set SERVO Ri.ADY active is a RECAL COMMAND (NOR
MAL or FORMAT). Read Status will oiiiy clear SERVO ERROR. And all other 
commands will be rejected. 

Next, if: SERVO READY is active and SERVO ERROR is also active, SERVO 
ERROR can be cleared by: 

1. Any READ STATUS COMMAND. 

2. AnyRECAL COMMAND. 

3. Any other commands will be rejected and maintain SERVO ERROR. 

If a SEEK COMMAND is transmitted with both SERVO READY and SERVO ERROR 
active the command will be rejected. 

It is important to check the status of all three status lines from the 
ZS Servo. It is best to avoid sending a SEEK COMMAND with SERVO READY 
and SERVO ERROR active. 

Chart V parts A-I illustrate some of the serial communication commands 
arid error conditions that can occur between the controller and Z8 SERVO. 

IV. ERROR HANDLING 

SERVO ERROR will be generated during the following conditions: 

1. During Recal mode (velocity control only) access time-out.lf a Recal 
function exceeds 150 msec then an access timeout occurs. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

During Seek mode (velocity control only) access time-out. If a Seek 
function exceeds 150~msec then an access time-out occurs. 

During Settling mode (following a Recal, Seek, or Offset) if there:'! is;/ 
1:,,// 

excessive On Track pulses (3 crossings) indicating excessive head ~/ 

motion a Settling error check will occur. 

During a command transmission if a communication error occurs (check 
sum. error). 

During a command tansmission if a invalid command is sent. 

/ 



APPENDIX A: 

I. The purpose of the FINE POSITION SERVO is to maintain detent or lock on 
a given data track. Any misregistrations of the head/arm due to windage, 
mechanical observed by the optics position signal are corrected by the 
close loop position servo. Misregistrations at the data head relative to 
the actual data track on the disk must be corrected by the AUTO OFFSET 
command. Figure I illustrates a block diagram of the Widget FINE POSI
TION SERVO. The amount of misregistration at the data track sensed after 
a AUTO OFFSET command are summed into the servo and the servo is automat
ically repositioned over the data track. 

II. The COARSJ POSITION SERVO (SEEK) has the function of moving the data 
head arbi~~ily from a current track to any other arbitrary track loca
tion within the total number of track locations between the inner to 
outer crash stops. When a. command is transmitted to the Z8 Servo con
troller, the Z8 decodes and interprets the command into a servo function. 
If a SEEK command is sent to the Z8 Servo Controller a direction and 
number of tracks to move is also sent. The system starts its move to the 
new track location. When. the arm has moved to its new location the Z8 
Servo Controller provides control and delay necessary to allow the data 
head and the FINE POSITION SERVO to come to rest immediately following a 
SEEK.. This insures that motion in FINE POSITION SERVO and data head will 
be under control when the READ/WRITE channel begins operation. Reliabil
ity of the data channel is assured with high margins. Figure I illustrates 
a block diagram of the Widget COARSE POSITION SERVO. 

The differences between the FINE POSITION SERVO and the COARSE POSITION 
SERVO is/handled by the Z8 Servo Controller. The two servos share for 
the most part the same set of electronics. The Z8 Servo Controller and 
analog multiplexers switch between the signal paths. In general there 
are some circuits that are not shared because of their uniqueness for a 
particular servo. 



APPENDIX B: 

An important part of the Widget Servo System is the optics signa~~ The optics 
signals provide, the necessary signals for the fiGe position servol\~osition the 
data head accurately over the data track and to provide the system velocity 
;s i g 118 1 during seek mode. The alignment of the optics signal is described in 
the following section on "WIDGET OPTICS ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE." 
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WIDGET SERVO 

VARIOUS KEY WAVEFORMS 

CONTENTS 

Optics Adjustment 
Current Sense and Position A 
Current Sense and Position A (Forward and Rev Seeks) 
Velocity and Position A 
Velocity and Position A (Forward and Rev Seeks) 
DAC Output and Position A 
DAC Output and Position A (Forward and Rev Seeks) 
Curve Shift Function and Position A ( 1 track seek) 
Curve .Shift Function and Position A (60 track seek) 



'vAVEFOID1: Optics Adjustment 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Horiz 

Servo: 

Alternate 

Press Z; 

Probe Tip 

Position A 
Position B 
Not used 

X-Y Mode 

Seeks, 512 tracks 

82, 0, 0, 0 
86, 0, 0, 0 

Test Point 

TP9 
TP~ 

PAGE 1 

Notes 

2V/div 
2V/div 



"WA~EFORH: Current Sense and Position A 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

1!robe Tip 

Current Sense 
Position A 
Access Mode 

Horiz: Sms/Div Calibrated 

I Servo: 

Test Point 

TP19 
TP9 
TP27 

Alternate Seek~, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60, 0, 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 

i-

t I 1-- ____ _ 

PAGE :l 

Notes 

5V/div 
SV/div 
Positive trig, Ext/IO 



WAVEFORM: Current Sense and Position A 
(Forward and Reverse Seeks) 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Probe Tip 

Current Sense 
Position A 
Acces s tvlode 

Horiz: 2ms/Div Uncalibrated 

Servo: 

Test Point 

TPl9 
TP9 
TP27 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60,. 0, a 
84, 60, 0, 0 

I 
: I 
- ! - ~-
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Notes 

5V/div 
5V/div 
Positive trig, Ext/lO 



WAVEFORM: Velocity and Position A 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Probe Tip 

Velocity 
Position A 
Access Mode 

Horiz: 5ms/Div Calibrated 

Servo: 

Test Point 

TP7 
TP9 
TP27 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 

I 

80) 60, 0) 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 
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~ 

• ..... 
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Notes 

2V/div 
5V/div 
Positive trig, Ext/IO 
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WAVEFORH: Velocity and Position A 
(Forward and Rev Seeks) 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Probe Tip 

Velocity 
Position A 
Access Mode 

Test Point 

TP7 
TP9 
TP27 

.. Horiz: 2ms/Div Uncalibrated 

Servo: 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60, 0, 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 
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Notes 

sv / dl.v 
SV/div 
Positive trig, Ext/10 



WAYEFORH: DAC Output and Position A 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Probe Tip 

DAC Output 
Position A 
Access Hade 

Uoriz: Sms/Div Calibrated 

Servo: 

Test Point 

TP13 
TP9 
TP27 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60, 0, 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 
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Notes 

2V/div 
SV/div 
Positive trig, Ext/lO 
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,W"AVEFORM: DAC Output and Position A 
(Forward and Rev Seeks) 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel 

Chan I 
Chan 2 
Trig In 

Probe Tip 

DAC Output 
Position A 
Access Hode 

Test Point 

TPI3 
TP9 
TP27 

Horiz: 2ms/Div Uncalibrated 

Servo: 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60, 0, 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 
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Notes 

2V/div 
5V/div 
Positive trig, Ext/IO 



WAVEFOR}1: Curve Shift Function and Position A 
(Forward and Rev Seeks: 1 track) 

Scope Adjustments: 

Channel Probe Tip 

Chan 1 Curve Shift Func. 
Chan 2 Position A 
Trig In Access Hode 

Horiz: 2ms/Div Uncalibrated 

Servo: 

Alternate Seeks, 1 track 

Press Z; 80, 01, 0, 0 
84, 01, 0, 0 

Test Point 

TP12 
TP9 
TP27 

PAGE lS 

Notes 

2V/div 
5V/div 
Positive trig, Ext/lO 



~JAVEFORH: Curve Shift Function and Position A 
(60 track seek) 

Scope Adjustments: 

Servo: 

Channel 

Chan 1 
Chan· 2 
Trig- In 

. Probe Tip Test PO'int 

Curve Shift Func. TP12 
Position A TP9 
Access 'Mode TP2 T 

Horiz: 5ms/Div Calibrated 

Alternate Seeks, 96 tracks (Hex $60) 

Press Z; 80, 60, 0, 0 
84, 60, 0, 0 

Notes 

2V/div 
5V/div 
Positive trig, Ext/lO 



28 SERVO COMMAND BYTES 
TABLE 1 

I. BYTE 1: COMMAND BYTE (OIFCNTH) 

I 87 B6 85 84 I 

• • 

page 1 

FUNCTIONS 
--------------------------------------------

187 
command 186 
bits 185 

184 

, ,. 

1 
1 
8 
0 
8 
1 
8 
e 

8 
e 
1 
1 
e 
1 
9 
8 

8 0 
e 1 
e e 
1 '1 
9 1 
9 0 
1 0 
0 8 

access on1 y 
a.ccess wi th offset 
normal recal (to trk 72) 
format recal (to trk 32) 
off'set-trk following 
home-send to 10 stop 
diagnostic command 
re·ad status command 183 -x- not used. 

access tB2 -access direction ........ -----....-.-.-.... -~---.--.----.-.------------------... ~-.---.----.... 
bits IBI -hi diff2 (512) 

IB8.-hi difft (256) 

acc.~~ direction =. t 
:a e 

hi dlff2· (512) == 1-
:II a 

hi diffl (256) -1 
=- e 

(FORWARD·, toward the 
(REVERSE: a.way from 

(512 tracks to: go) 
(n'ot set) 

(256 tr'acks to go) 
(not .et)-

I I. BYTE 2: 'OIFF BYTE (OIFCNTL) 

spindle.) 
the spindle) 

command BYTE 2 con,ta ins the LClaJ ORDER DIFFERENCE COUNT f'or & seek 

t B7 -b i t 7- 128 
t 86 -bit6=- 64' 
'85· -bitS= 32 
I B4·: -bi t4= 16 
IS3 -bit3=: 8 
l 92 -b i t-2= 4 
181 -bit1= 2 
IB0 -bite- 1 

tracks 
tracks 
tracks 
tracks 
tracks 
tracks 
tracks· 
track 



28 SERVO COMMAND BYTES 
TABLE 1 

III. BYTE 3: OFFSET BYTE (STATREG) 

page2 

command BYTE 3 contains the INSTRUCTION for an OFFSET COMMAND (s •• k 
or dur i ng tr·ack follow i ng) 

187 -offset direction 
186 -auto offset -function 
185 -read offset value (after auto or manual) 
IB4 -offset bit4 =16 
183 -offset bitS =8 
182 -offset bit2 =4 
fBI -offset bitt =2 
188 -offset bite =1 

1. if offset conmand from 8YTE 1 is followed by bi t6 set (auto offset); 
offset dlrect i on (bi t7) re'ad offset (bi tS) and bi ts 4-8 aret ignored 
bu t shou 1 d be se t to 8 i f not use·d. 

2. OFFSET DIRECTION =1 (FORWARD OFFSET:toc.alard the. spindle> 

3. AUTO OFFSET 

4. READ OFFSET 

=8 (REVERSE OFFSETlaway from the spindle) . 

-1 (normal 1 y used pr'eceedi ng a wr it. operat ion) 
=8 (ma.nual of-fs .. t:·MUST send' dir.ction and ma.gnitude 

of offset> 

-1 (read' Qffsllt va 1 ue frO1ft' DAe; i • e. after au to 
offset) 

=8 (no action) 

* READ OFFSET COMMAND desired after AUTO OFFSET MUS~ be sent as two 
seperate commands 

IV. BYTE' 4: STATUS.BYTE (CNTREG) 

lB7-communication rate 
86 -power on' reset 
85'-not u1Sed 
84· -not used 
83 -status or diagnostic bits 
B2 
81 -
Be - v 

87=8; Communication Rate is 19.2 KBAUD 
=1; Communication Rate is 57.6 KBAUD 

86=9; Power On Reset bi tis no act i ve 
=1; Power On Reset bit is active 



za SERVO COMMAND BYTES 
TABLE 1 

V. BYT~ 5: CHECKSUM BYTE (CKSUM) 

[87 B6 85 84 83 82 81 Bel 

results of the transmitted CHECKSUM BYTE are derived a.s: 
- - --- -------_. 
(BYTE 1 + BYTE 2 + 8YTE 3 + BYTE 4) = CHECKSUM BYTE 

(+) is defined as. the a.ddition of each BYTE 

(BYTE) is defin.d a.s the compliment of the BYTE (1-4) 

page3 

VI. The SERVO STATUS lines (SIO ROY,SERVO RDY,SERVO ERROR) must have the 
following conditions in order to send the 1 isted za COMMANDS: 

Z8 SERVO CHO HEX 

acc.ss(only) ex 
access(off.et) 9X 
recal(data) 48 
recal(format) 78 
p'ark C8 
off se' t ( de te n t ) 18 
sta·tu. 88 
di agn'05 tic: 2·8 

X= either 0,1 

SERVO STATUS 

S 
I 
o 

R 
D· 
Y 

1 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1 
1 

S 
R 
V 

R 
D 
y 

1 
1 
X 
X 
X 
1 
X 

S 
R 
V 

E 
R 
R 

0: 
81 
XI 
XI 
Xl 
01 
XI 

--.-------.-------- I 
-.----------.-.-~ 

not i.mpl imented 
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WIDGET SERVO FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE 

I. BASIC SERVO FUNCTIONS 

Widget servo control functions are handled by a Z8 microprocessor. The 
Z8 handles all I/O oprations, timing operations and communication with a 
host controller. Control functions to the Z8 Servo Controller are made 
through the serial I/O. 

The following commands for the widget servo are: 

A. HOME - not detented heads off data zones located at the inner stop. -
B. RECAL - detented at two home positions. 

--- . 3~ 

C. 

D. 

E. 

1. .fORMAT REGAL; 64, -0, +3 tracks from HOME use only during data 
formatting. 

2. RECAL: 72, -0, +3 tracks from HOME use to initialize home posi
tion after power on or following an access or any other error. 

SEEK - coarse track positioni~g of data head on any desired track 
I"OCation. 

TRACK FOLLOWING - heads are detented on a specific track location and -the device is ready for another command. 

OFFSET - controlled microstepping of fine position system during 
TRACK FOLLOWING (two modes). 

1. COMMAND OFFSEI 
the servo. 

direction and amount of offset is specified to 

2. AUTO OFFSET - command allows the servo to automatically move off 
track by the amount indicated by the embedded servo signal on the 
disk. 

F. STATUS - command can read servo status. 

G. DIAGNOSTIC - not implemented. 

See Table lA for the actual command description. With the present com
man4 structure a seek command can be augmented with an'offset command. 



Upon completion of a seek the offset command bit will be tested so that 
an offset will occur immediately after a seek (either auto or command 
offset). 

When a SERVO ERROR occurs the Z8 SERVO ~ill attempt to do a short RECAL 
(ERROR RECAL). Two attempts are made by the system to the ERROR RECAL 
function. If either of the two RECAL operations terminate successfully 
the protocol status will be SERVO READY, SIO READY and SERVO ERROR. 
,Should the ERROR RECAL fail then the system will complete the error 
recovery by a HOME function. 

The two OFFSET commands will be further described. First COMMAND OFFSET 
is a predetermined amount of microstepping of the fine position servo. . 
Included in the OFFSET BYTE (STATREG) bit B6=0 is a COMMAND OFFSET. Bit 
B7=1 is a forward offset step (toward the spindle); B7=0 is a reverse 
step. In the case bit B6=1 the OFFSET command is AUTO OFFSET. 

AUTO OFFSET command normally occurs during ,a write operation. When the 
HDA' was initially formated at the factory special encoded servo data was 
written on each track "near" the index zone. The reason for this follows: 

Normal course and fine position information for the positi.on servos is 
derived from an optical signal relative to the actual data head-track 
location. Over a period of time the relative position (optical signal) 
will not be aligned to the absolute head-track position by some unknown 
amount (less than 100 uIn). This small change is important for the relia
bility during the write operation. Write/Read reliability can be degraded 
due to this misalignment. The special disk encoded servo signal is avail
able to the fine position servo and will correct the difference between 
the relative position signal of the optics and the absolute head to 
track position under the data head only at index time. The correction 
signal can be held indefinately or updated (if desired at each index 
time) until a new OFFSET command or move command (SEEK or RECAL) occurs. 

II. COMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS 

The servo functions described in the previous section only occur when the 
servo Z8 microprocessor is in the communication state. Communication 
states occur immediately after a system reset, upon completing head set
ting after a recal, seek, offset, read servo status or set servo diag
nostic. A speci~l communication state exists after a servo error has 
occurred. If + SIO READY is not active no communication can exist between 
the external controller and the servo Z8 processor. 

Servo commands are serial bits grouped as five separate bytes total. Re
fer to· Table 1 parts A through E as the total communication string. First 
byte is the command byte (i.e. seek, read status, recal, etc.). Second 
byte is the low order difference for a seek (i.e. Byte 2 = $OA is a ten 
track seek). Third byte is the offset byte (auto or command offset and 
the magnitude/direction for command offset). Fourth byte is the status 
and diagnostic byte (use for reading internal servo status or setting. 
diagnostic commands). Byte five is the check sum byte used to check ver-



ify that the first four bytes were correctly transmitted (communication 
error checking). 

Part of the communication function requires a specific protocol betwe~n 
the servo Z8 processor and the external controller. 

Servo control and communication are described in STATE CHART I. This 
chart illustrates the basic sequencing and control operations. Chart I 
does not illustrate the servo error handling or command/protocol handling 
functions. Error handling is described in Section IV and illustrated by 
CHART II. 

III. Z8 SERVO PROTOCOL 

The protocol between the Z8 SERVO microcomputer and the CONTROLLER is 
based on five I/O lines. Two of the I/O lines are serial input (to Z8 
servo from controller) serial output (from Z8 servo to controller). Data 
stream between the Z8 servo and controller is 8 bit ACSII with no parity 
bit (the fifth byte of the command string contains check sum byte use for 
'error checking). There are three additional output lines between the Z8 
servo used as control lines to the controller. Combining the two serial 
I/O lines and the four unidirectional port lines generates the bas.s of 
the protocol between the Z8 servo and controller. The important opera
tions between the Z8 servo and controller are: 

1. Send commands to Z8 servo. 

2. Read Z8 servo status. 

3. Check validity of all four command bytes. 

4. I/O timing signals between the Z8 servo and controller. 

5. Z8 servo reset. 

Following a "power-on" of Z8 servo a Z8 servo reset must be transmitted 
to the Z8 servo to insure its proper operation. Once the Z8 servo has 
been reset the program loops in STATE 1 waiting for a serial I/O command 
from the controller. The controller must transmit the serial command at 
a baud rate of 19.2 KBAUn/SEC or 57.6 KBAUD/SEC. 

Before the controller transmits the command byte the controller must pole 
the SIO ready li~e from the Z8 servo to determine if it is active (+5 
volts). If the line is active then a command can be transmitted to the' 
Z8 servo. The program in the Z8 servo will determine what to do with the 
command bytes (depending upon the current status of the Z8 servo). After 
the command (five bytes long) has been transmitted to the Z8 servo, the 
program in the Z8 servo will determine if the command bytes (first four 
bytes) are in error by evaluating the check sum byte (fifth byte trans
mitted). See table ( ) page 3 for the error handling. After the con
troller has transmitted the last serial string it must wait 250 usec then 
test for SERVO ERROR active (+5 volts). If SERVO ERROR is active the 
command was rejected (check sum error). The SERVO ERROR must be cleared 
by READ STATUS COMMAND or RECAL COMMAND before transmitting another com-



and. See CHART 1 for time diagram of the command sequence and I/O proto
col. 

APPENDIX A 

I. The purpose of the FINE POSITION SERVO is to maintain detent or lock on 
a given data track. Any misregistrations of the head/arm due to windage, 
mechanical observed by the optics position signal are corrected by the 
close loop position servo. Misregistrations at the data head relative to 
the actual data track on the disk must be corrected by the AUTO OFFSET 
command. Figure*** illustrates a block digram of the Widget FINE POSITION 
SERVO. The amount of misregistration at the data track sensed after a 
AUTO OFFSET command are summed into the servo and the servo is automat
ically repositioned over the data track. 

II. The COARSE POSITION SERVO (SEEK) has the function of moving the data 
head arbitarily from a current track to any other arbitary track location 
within the total number of track locations between the inner to outter 
crash stops. When a.co~d_is transmitted to the Z8 Servo controller, 
the Z8 decodes and i~te~E~~- the command into a servo function. If a 
SEEK command is sent to the' Z8 Servo Controller a direction and number 
of tracks to move is also sent. The system starts its move to the new 
track location. When the arm has moved to its new location the Z8 Servo 
Controller provides control and delay necessary to allow the data head 
and the FINE POSITION SERVO to come to rest immediately following a SEEK. 
This insures that motion in FINE POSITION SERVO and data head will be 
under control when the READ/WRITE channel begins operation. Reliability 
of the data channel is assured with high_margins. Figure *** illustrates 
a block diagram of the Widget COARSE POSITION SERVO. 

The differences between the FINE POSITION SERVO and the COARSE POSITION 
SERVO is handled by the Z8 Servo Controller. The two servos share for 
the most part the same set of electronics. The Z8 Servo Controller and 
analog multiplexers switch between the signal paths. In general there 
are some circuits that are not shared because of thet€ uniqueness for a 
particular servo. 



28 SERVO CO~nY1AND 8YTES pagel 

I. 8YTE 1: COMMAND BYTE (DIFCNTH) 

I B7 86 85 84: FUNCTIONS 

1 13 13 9 access on1 Y. 
:87 1 0 0 1 access· wi th clffse t 

command :86 13 1 13 13 norma.l reca 1 (to tr I< 72) 
bits. 185 13 1 1 1 format recal (to tr-K 64) 

184 9 13 13 1 offset-trl< foll owi ng 
--- 1 1. e 13 parK-send to 10 stop 

13 13 1 13 diagnostic command 
183 -x- not used a 13 e 13 read status. command 

access 182 -access direction --------------------------------------------
bi ts : 81 -hi diff2 (512) 

189 -hi diff1 (256) 

access direction = 1 (FORWARD: toward the spindle) 
= 0 (REVERSE: away from the spindle) 

hi diff2 (512) = 1 (512 tracks to go) 
= 13 (not se t) 

hi diffl (256) = 1 (256 tracKs to go) 
= 9 (not set) 

II. BYTE 2: DIFF BYTE (DIFCNTL) 

command BYTE 2 con ta ins the LOW ORDER 01 FFERENCE COUNT for a s.eek 

87 -bi t7= 128 tracks 
86 -bi t6= 64 tracks 
85 -bi t5= 32 tracKs 
84 -b i t4= 16 tracks 
83 -bi t3= 8 tracKs 
82 -b i t2= 4 tracks 
81 -b it 1= 2 tracl<s 
Be -bit0= 1 track 



28 SERVO COMMAND BYTES page 2 

III. BYTE 3: OFFSET 8YTE (STATREG) 

cClmmarld BYTE 3 con ta ins the INSTRUCTION for an OFFSET COMMAND (s.eel< 
or during tracK following) 

87 -offset direction 
86 -auto offset function 
85 -read offset value (after auto or manual) 
84 -offset bit4 =16 
83 -offset bit3 =8 
B2 -offset bit2 =4 
81 -offset bitl =2 
80 -offset bite =1 

1. if offse t command from 8YTE 1 is followed by b i t6 se t (au tel offse t) ; 
offset direction (bit7) read offset (bit5) and bits 4~0 are ignored 
but should be set to 0 if not used. 

2. OFFSET DIRECTION =1 (FORWARD OFFSET:toward the spindle) 

3. AUTO OFFSET 

4. READ OFFSET 

=0 (REVERSE OFFSET:away from the spindle) 

=1 (normally used preceeding a write operation) 
=0 (manual offset:MUST send direction and magnitude 

of offset) 

=1 (read offset value from DAC;i .e. after auto 
offset) 

=8 (n 0 ac t i on ) 

* READ OFFSET COMMAND desired after AUTO OFFSET MUST be sent as two 
seperate commands 

IV. 8YT~ 4: STATUS 8YTE (CNTREG) 

187 -not used ... .:.. ': ... ~ 1 .. J' ' I, ~ : 
',' 

186 -not us.ed 
185 -not used 
184 -not used 
183 -status or diagnostic bi ts 
182 -
181 -
: Ba - l ..... 



28 SERVO COMMAND BYTES page3 

V. BYTE 5: CHECKSUM BYTE (CKSUM) 

[87 B6 85 84 B3 82 B1 80] 

results of the transmitted CHECKSUM BYTE are derived as: 

BYTE 1 + BYTE 2 + BYTE 3 + BYTE 4 = CHECKSUM BYTE 

(+) is defined as the addition of each BYTE 

(BYTE) i g. def i ned as the cClmp 1 i men t of each BYTE 
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Dan Retzi nger' 
Nov. 9, 1982 

INTRODUCTION 

WIDGET OPTICS ALIGNMENT PROCEEDURE 

The purpose of this note is to describe the procedure for proper~y adju~tinq 
fi ve pots on the wi dget mother' board used to contr'o 1 the amp 1 i tude of the opti cs 
signal. The five pots are R7, R8, R17, R19 and R35. The optics signal 
or'i gi nates at the end of the ser'vo ar'm and is used in pas; ti on; ng the ar'm. 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 

An oscilloscope capable of operating in the X-V mode of operation. A Tektronix 
model 465 works fine. 

PROCEEDURE 

Optics LED Drive Adjustment 

1. Connect channell of the oscilloscope to TP 5 on the Widget Mother Board. 
2. Scope Vert. setting: 1 Volt/Dive Horizontal: Any sweep rate. 
3. Adjust R35 so the voltage at TP5 is 3.6 volts +/- .2 volts. 

(cl ockwi se, or' mar'e r'esi stance=l ower' vol tage) 

Fi guY'e 1: TP5 Ampl i tude 

t 
I 

3,(; VOLD 



Position A and Position B Adjustment 

4. Put scope in X-V mode, ground channels X and Y, move dot to 
centey- of screen. !J~ ~i:3ev~ ~. 

5. Connect chan X to TP9, chan Y to TP8~ (Both TP I S aY-e 10caten 
near pin 1 of the Z8 microprocessor) 

6. Scope vertical: Chan X and Y, 2 volts/Dive 
7 • At thi s poi nt arm is to be moved. ** to be deteY'mi ned how ** 
8. Wi th aY-m ; n movement, a ci rcul aY- patter-n shoul d appear- on the 

scope. Adjust R7, R8, R17, R19 so the top, bottom, y~ght 
and left sides of the circle come at but no closer than a 
minimum of 2.5 scope divisions from the center of the screen. 

9. Each pot adjusts the clrcle as follows: 

R7 
R8 
R17 
R19 

Left side 
Right side 
Bottom 

clockwise or lower res=smaller circle 
" 
" 

Top " 

10. Figure 2 shows a properly adjusted optics signal. 

Figure 2: Position A and B 
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PROCEEDURE SUMMARY 

1. Adjust R35 so the voltage at TP5 (R37) is 3.6 Volts +/- .2 volts. 

2. Put scope in X-V mode, chan 1 & 2 set to 2 volts/dive Adjust R7, 
R8, R17, R19, so that the sides of the circle (during minimum 
fluctuation) are each within 2.5 Divisions (+/- .1 div) of the 
centeY-. Thi s cOYTesponds to 5 Vol ts fY-om the center to the 
top, bottom, or either side. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED FOR WALT WEBBER 

To pr'ov; de i nfor'mati on to conver't the res; stor' tY'immi ng pY'ocess into a 1 asey' 
tY'imming pY'ocess, Walt Webber' needs the following infor'mation: 

1. The actual final resistor value of R34 and R35 on a properly adjusted mother 
board. (LED current drive adj.) 

2. The final resistor value of the resistor pairs for adjusting the sides of 
the circle: pairs RPl and R7, RPl and R8, RPl and Rl7, RPl and Rl9. 

3. Data from 20 to 50 boards is necessary for a good cross section. 



Dan Retz; nget' 
Dec. 8, 1982 

INTRODUCTION 

WIDGET OPTICS AND TACH ADJUSTMENT PROCEEDURE 

The purpose of this' note is to describe the procedure for adjusting fiv~ pots on 
the widget mother boat'd used to control the amplitude of the optics signal (R7, 
Ra, R17, R19 and R35). Also, the Tach adjustment pot (R25) and the Tach zet'o 
offset (R32) adjustments at'e desct'ibed. 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED . 

An oscilloscope capable of operating in the X-V mode of operation. A Tektronix 
model 465 wor'ks fi nee 

PROCEEDURE 

Opt; cs LED Dr'ive Adjustment 

1. Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to TP 5 on the Widget Mother Board. 
2. Scope Vet't. setting: 1 Volt/Dive Horizontal: Any sweep t'ate. 
3. Adjust R35 so the voltage at TP5 is 3.6 volts +/- .2 volts. 

(cl ockwi se, Ot' mOt'e t'esi stance=l ower' vol tage) 
NOTE: I t may be neces sary to change R34 in the mother bd. if the 

pot (R35) does not allow 3.6 volts to be reached. 
R34 smaller= higher voltage. 

Figure 1: TP5 Amplitude 
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4. Put scope in X-V mode, ground channels X and Y, move dot to 
center of screen. 

S. Connect chan X to TP9, chan Y to TP8. (Both TP's are located 
near' pi n 1 of the Z8 m; cropt'ocessor') 

6. Scope vertical: Chan X and Y, 2 volts/Dive 
7. At this pOint arm is to be moved. ** to be determined how ** 
8. Wi th arm in movement, a ci rcul ar patter'" shoul d appear' on the 

scope. Adj ust R7, R8, R17, R19 so the top, bottom, r-i ght 
and left sides of the circle come at but no closer than a 
mi ni mum of 2.5 scope di vi si ons ft'om the center of the scr'een. 

9. Each pot adjusts the circle as follows: 

R7 
R8 
R17 
R19 

Left side 
Right side 
Bottom 

clockwise or lower res=smaller circle 
II 

II 

Top II 

10. Figure 2 shows a properly adjusted optics signal. 

Figure 2: Position A and B 
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Tach Adjustment 

11. The tach pot (R25) is adjusted while seeking alternate 60 (hex) track 
seeks. 

12. With Dan Retzinger's Servo software, enter liZ" for alternate, then 
80 <Ret>, 60 <Ret>, 00 <Ret>, 00 <Ret> 
84 <Ret>, 60 <Ret>, 00 <Ret>, 00 <Ret> 

13. Connect scope Chan 1 to TP9 
Scope Vert. 5 Volts/Dive 
Scope Horizontal 5ms./Oiv 
Ext. tr'i 9 TP 27 

14. Adj. Tach pot R25 for 35ms total seek time. 

Fiqure 3: Tach Adj. 

Tach Zer'o Offset Adjustment 

15. Move scope c-ban. 1 pr'obe to TP7. (near pi n 1 of ZS) 
16. With drive in Recal mode, adj. R32 to zero volts, +/- .05 Volts 



PROCEEDURESUMMARY 

1. Adjust R35 so the voltage at TP5 (R37) is 3.6 Volts +/- .2 volts. 

2. Put scope in X-V mode, chan 1 & 2 set to 2 volts/dive Adjust R7, 
R8, R17, RIg, so that the $ides of t~e circle (during minimum 
fluctuation) are each within 2.5 Divisions (+/- .1 div) of the 
center'. Thi s corresponds to 5· Vol ts from the center to the 
top, bottom, or either side. 

3. Adjust R25 for 35ms 60 track seek time. 

4. Adjust R32 for zero voltage tack offset after Recal. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED FOR WALT WEBBER 

To pr'ovi de i nformati on to convet't the r'esi stor tr·immi ng pt'ocess into a 1 aser 
trimming process, Walt Webber needs the following information: 

1. The actual final resistor value of R34 and R35 on a properly 
adjusted mother' board. (LED cur'rent dr'ive adj.) 

2. The final resistor value of the resistor pairs for adjusting the 
sides of the circle: pairs RP1 and R7, RP1 and R8, RP1 and Rl7, 
RPl and Rl9. 


